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HowExpert Guide to Belly Dancing is for all dance lovers, especially for those in love with belly

dancing. It serves as a guiding tool to learn the dance from the basic movements.This guide is

divided into eight main sections that teach the different aspects of the belly dancing, starting

with the basic belly dance posture and then going through the belly dance movements of the

lower and upper part of the body. Each section contains several sub-sections that guide you

gradually towards the next step. At the end of the book, there is a review part highlighting the

key moments that you have to incorporate.Besides sharing instructions for engaging the upper

and lower parts of the body, this guide also gives you insight into the basic techniques on how

to move on stage and how to manage your choreography. All techniques gained from the

sections will not mean a thing if you do not connect them into a graceful dance.The key point of

this book is to motivate and inspire you to learn, grow, and succeed in your belly dancing

journey. Although some steps are easier and can be learned faster, others require more time

and practice. However, no matter what the obstacles are, challenge yourself to become better

with every new step.About the ExpertAneta Dimoska is a passionate dancer and dedicated

learner. Her love for dancing began in the early years of her life. Ever since then, she has

nurtured this passion and developed skills in many dances. Her favorites are belly dancing and

Latin dancing. She has an affection towards all belly dance styles.As a graduate of a sociology

degree, she is in love with the Middle East culture and tradition. Her interest in this civilization

expands through the years following the challenges that these societies are facing.

Understanding this unique culture has made her connection with belly dancing even

stronger.HowExpert publishes quick 'how to' guides on all topics from A to Z by everyday

experts.

This is a super book that radiates joie devivre. You'll be inspired as you read oflife-enriching

episodes, and a little overwhelmed as you learn about the manysmall misunderstandings and

irritations of expatriate living. At times humorous, surprising, and moving,"31 Months in

Japan"is a must-read for all travelers, armchair and otherwise. Julie Falkner for AllBooks

ReviewsFrom the AuthorAfter spending thirty-one months in Japan building the Universal

Studios Japan theme park in Osaka and even more time in the US preparing for the trip, we felt

an obligation to honor those who created the only theme park ever to be completed ahead of

schedule and under budget. We began the project in 2001 after returning to California, but the

final version of the book was not finished until the early spring of 2005. Ever since publication,

the book has garnered terrific reviews. We've heard from many readers that it has proved very

valuable for travel, working, and learning about not only the country and the people, but also

about the behind-the-scenes processes required to build a world-class theme park.We hope

that readers will laugh and cry and, in the end, feel that they have learned something.The book

was written to honor all our colleagues - Japanese, American, and others - who made the park

happen, with a special dedication to Raouf Iskander, the colleague we lost during our time in

Japan.So we hope you will enjoy the adventure!From the Inside FlapOne day in the summer of

1998, Lorna Collins stepped off a train into a sea of black heads and realized she was foreign

and in Japan to stay. She and her husband, Larry, had relocated to build Universal Studios

Japan® in Osaka. 31 Months in Japan--the Building of a Theme Park is their account of that

experience.While in Japan, they encountered the wonders and frustrations of the culture as



well as the challenges of conducting business following foreign formal rituals.As Southern

Californians, Japanese customs seemed awkward at first, but eventually they established

effective working relationships and personal ones as well.If you enjoy foreign cultures, or are

curious about the behind-the-scenes workings in the entertainment industry, or are interested

in the nuances of doing business with the Japanese or simply enjoy reading a well-told and

engaging story, you will enjoy 31 Months in Japan.From the Back Cover31 Months in Japan--

the Building of a Theme Park is the story of two Southern Californians embarking on the

adventure of a lifetime--moving to Japan to participate in the construction of the Universal

Studios Japan® theme park.Join authors Larry K. & Lorna Collins on an odyssey into a foreign

culture where they are often misunderstood and frequently confused. Discover the challenges

and frustrations of building a world-class entertainment venue outside the United States. Enjoy

the adventure as they discover the beauty and the people of Japan. Share their laughter, tears,

surprise and final triumph as the park is completed ahead of schedule and under budget. Meet

fascinating characters like Jurassic Jack, the Nihon Cowboy and Dote-san through their

eyes.31 Months in Japan--the Building of a Theme Park combines interesting details and

behind-the-scenes descriptions of how magic is made in the entertainment industry with funny

and touching personal remembrances.The stories will be of particular interest to those visiting

or intending to live or work in Japan, people doing business with the Japanese, theme park

aficionados and anyone with a sense of adventure.About the AuthorLarry K. and Lorna

Collins,a husband/wife team, co-wrote 31 Months in Japan: The Building of aTheme Park, their

memoirof building Universal Studios Japan, which finaled for the 2006 EPPIEAward. They also

collaborate on the Agapé Jones mysteries: Murder...They Wrote and Murderin Paradise. The

latter was a finalist for the 2012 EPIC eBook Awardfor mystery.Larry wrote a short story

collection, Lakeview Park, and writes the sci-fiseries, The McGregor Chronicles.Lorna co-wrote

the Aspen Grove romance anthologies: Snowflake Secrets, Seasons ofLove, The Art of Love,

An Aspen Grove Christmas, ...And a Silver Sixpence in HerShoe, and Directions of Love. The

latter won the 2011 EPIC eBook Awardfor best anthology. Ghost Writer, isher fun beach read--

with a ghost--set in Laguna Beach.Their latest collaboration, The Memory Keeper, a

historicalnovel set in San Juan Capistrano in the 1800s, was a 2015 EPIC eBook

Awardfinalist.They are currently working on sequels to the the Agapé Jones mysteries

andTheMemory Keeper. Larry continues to write additional volumes in hissci-fi series.They live

in Dana Point, visit Hawaii often, and Larry surfs every weekday.Website: lornalarry.comEmail:

31months@cox.netRead more
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HowExpert Guide to Belly Dancing101+ Tips to Learn How to Belly Dance from A to

ZHowExpert with Aneta DimoskaCopyright HowExpert™For more tips related to this topic,

visit .Recommended Resources– Quick ‘How To’ Guides on All Topics from A to Z by Everyday

Experts.– Free HowExpert Email Newsletter.– HowExpert Books– HowExpert Courses–

HowExpert Clothing– HowExpert Membership Site– HowExpert Affiliate Program– Write About

Your #1 Passion/Knowledge/Expertise & Become a HowExpert Author.– Additional HowExpert

Recommended Resources– Subscribe to HowExpert YouTube.– Follow HowExpert on

Instagram.– Follow HowExpert on Facebook.Publisher’s ForewordDear HowExpert

Reader,HowExpert publishes quick ‘how to’ guides on all topics from A to Z by everyday

experts.At HowExpert, our mission is to discover, empower, and maximize talents of everyday

people to ultimately make a positive impact in the world for all topics from A to Z…one

everyday expert at a time!All of our HowExpert guides are written by everyday people just like

you and me who have a passion, knowledge, and expertise for a specific topic.We take great

pride in selecting everyday experts who have a passion, great writing skills, and knowledge

about a topic that they love to be able to teach you about the topic you are also passionate

about and eager to learn about.We hope you get a lot of value from our HowExpert guides and

it can make a positive impact in your life in some kind of way. All of our readers including you

altogether help us continue living our mission of making a positive impact in the world for all

spheres of influences from A to Z.If you enjoyed one of our HowExpert guides, then please

take a moment to send us your feedback from wherever you got this book.Thank you and we

wish you all the best in all aspects of life.Sincerely,BJ MinFounder & Publisher of

HowExpertPS…If you are also interested in becoming a HowExpert author, then please visit

our website at . Thank you & again, all the best!COPYRIGHT, LEGAL NOTICE AND

DISCLAIMER:Copyright © by HOWEXPERT™ (OWNED BY HOT METHODS). All Rights

Reserved Worldwide. No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form or by any

means, including scanning, photocopying, or otherwise without prior written permission of the

copyright holder.Disclaimer and Terms of Use: Please note that much of this publication is

based on personal experience and anecdotal evidence. Although the author and publisher

have made every reasonable attempt to achieve complete accuracy of the content in this

Guide, they assume no responsibility for errors or omissions. Also, you should use this

information as you see fit, and at your own risk. Your particular situation may not be exactly

suited to the examples illustrated here; in fact, it's likely that they won't be the same, and you

should adjust your use of the information and recommendations accordingly.The author and

publisher do not warrant the performance, effectiveness or applicability of any sites listed or

linked to in this book. All links are for information purposes only and are not warranted for

content, accuracy or any other implied or explicit purpose.Any trademarks, service marks,

product names or named features are assumed to be the property of their respective owners,

and are used only for reference. There is no implied endorsement if we use one of these

terms.No part of this book may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted by

any other means: electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without the

prior written permission of the author.Any violation by stealing this Book or downloading or

sharing it illegally will be prosecuted by lawyers to the fullest extent. This publication is

protected under the US Copyright Act of 1976 and all other applicable international, federal,

state and local LAWS and all rights are reserved, including resale rights: you are not allowed to

give or sell this Guide to anyone else.This publication is designed to provide accurate and



authoritative information with regard to the subject matter covered. It is sold with the

understanding that the authors and publishers are not engaged in rendering legal, financial, or

other professional advice. laws and practices often vary from state to state and if legal or other

expert assistance is required, the services of a professional should be sought. the authors and

publisher specifically disclaim any liability that is incurred from the use or application of the

contents of this book.COPYRIGHT BY HOWEXPERT™ (OWNED BY HOT METHODS)ALL

RIGHTS RESERVED WORLDWIDE.Table of ContentsRecommended ResourcesPublisher’s

ForewordChapter 1: Before We StartWarm-Up ExercisesBelly Dance PostureFeetKneesPelvis

areaChest areaArmsHeadCool-down exercisesChapter 2: Belly Dancing Hips and Lower Body

TechniquesHow to Do Hip Twists, Hip Slides, and Hip LiftsHip TwistHip SlidesHip liftHip

CirclesLarge hip circlesWhat is Opening and Closing Hip?Opening HipClosing hipLet’s Figure

8 with HipsHorizontal Figure 8Vertical Figure 8sHow to Do Hip Locks and the Hip DropHip

LocksDouble Hip LocksHip DropHip Drop & KickHip Drop with Bent Knee LiftedBelly Dance

ShimmyEgyptian ShimmyChapter 3: Belly Dancing Tips for the Upper Part of the BodyHow to

Do the Belly Dance Head ShakeBelly Dance Head ShakeHow to Do Chest SlidesChest-Slide-

Side-To-SideChest-Slide-To-The-FrontHow to Do Chest Lifts and DropsChest LockHow to Do

Chest CirclesHorizontal Chest CircleVertical Chest CirclesLet’s Figure 8 with the Upper part of

the BodyHorizontal Chest Figure 8Vertical Chest Figure 8Chapter 4: Belly Dancing Arms and

Shoulders TechniquesHow to Put Your Hands in the Correct Belly Dance PositionHow to Make

Fish and Snake Hand PositionFish Hand PositionSnake Hand PositionBird arms styleSnake

Arms StyleShoulders Position in Belly DanceFour Shoulder IsolationsHow to Do Shoulder

ShimmyChapter 5: Belly dance isolationsWhat is Belly Isolation?Middle Abs IsolationLower

Abs IsolationRoll the BellyChapter 6: Exploring the stage with belly danceWhy Entering on

Stage Moves are Important?How to Make Chasse to Front & Back (Basic Egyptian)How to

Explore the Stage with the Basic Egyptian Walk?How to Make Chasse-To-The-SidesHow to

Explore the Stage Using Chasse-To-The-Sides?How to Perform a Camel Walk?Arms Position

in Camel WalkCamel Walk in CirclesHow to Do the Walking Twist?How to Do Walking

ShimmyArms PositionChapter 7: Manage Your Belly Dance ChoreographyChapter 8:

SummaryAbout the ExpertRecommended ResourcesChapter 1: Before We StartI have a belief

that everyone carries a unique story, a story that comes from deep within, a story that reveals

our soul and speaks from our inner emotions. Well, that story, my dear friends, is worth to be

shared. Therefore, here is mine.Going back into the 2000s, I still remember the time when I

was watching TV, and it started occupying most of my free time. What I have found most

interesting about the new movie was the presented culture and how it differed from any other

film I had seen before. I was a young teenage girl, and besides the fact that the unconditional

love between the actors touched me, there was something deeper that caught my attention. It

was belly dancing. The plot of the movie took part in Morocco, and the scenes abounded with

Middle East music, dance, culture, costumes.I was fascinated by the energy, the smoothness

that was presented by the women who danced, and at that moment, I felt that this music was

awakening some new part within me. I knew that sooner this is going to become a way to

express my feelings, a little escape from reality, offering me a comfortable space to grow my

spirit. And yes, I wasn’t wrong. Very soon, I started turning cloths into props that were used for

my first choreographies in front of the mirror, without anyone watching, of course.The

excitement of the unknown was flourishing. It was causing me to become curious and want to

explore and dig into the movements and positions of the body. At that time, my steps were

improvisations of something that probably does not exist in belly dance, …but to be honest, I

did not care. I was putting on the clothes (some skirts and dresses from my mom), turning on



the music….and action!It took a while before I realize that belly dancing will become my oasis

in the middle of the desert. As the years were passing by, I was not investing professionally to

improve this dance, but I was following other dancers and learning from their techniques. A set

of circumstances have led to this situation, but after some time, I had no choice but to ask belly

dancing for help. It was a challenging period on an emotional level for me where I was at a

point where I wanted to find what, deeply, and truly fulfilled me to pass through the period more

painlessly. Once again, I was very open to myself and confessed that maybe now it is the best

time to explore this dance and to allow myself to take on this journey.Ever since the first class, I

have felt that I have found the missing piece all these years. Since the first class, belly dancing

has become the time to boost my self-discovery, self-esteem, and energy. It is my recovery and

relief, my space for creativity and imagination.In the following chapters, I hope that I will grab

your attention and take you to this beautiful journey. All you need is an open mind and heart for

new adventures, some space to allow the movements, a source of music, and a piece of

positive energy. Enjoy!Warm-Up ExercisesIn this part, I would like to underline the importance

of practicing warm-up exercises before starting with the dance. Dance requires movements

with all components and muscles of your body, and if not warmed up enough, you could end up

with a bad stretch or burning in your muscles.Please do not skip this routine and instead make

it your ritual before you start. It will only take 5 – 10 minutes.You can be very creative when it

comes to warming up exercise because they will give you a beautiful set up for the steps that

follow.Start by warming up your upper part of the body, head, and shoulders. Stretch the waist

and the stomach muscles. Pay attention to the hips and legs, and do not forget the feet and

toes.Belly Dance PostureEvery belly dancing movement requires having the right body

posture.Why belly dance posture matters?Preparing the body. By having the correct belly

dance posture, we prepare the body for the coming movements, and it makes easier the

transition from one to another step.Improving multitasking. We continuously have to be aware

of our bodies and pay attention to the moves that sometimes can be struggling. It may be a bit

challenging to pay attention to the choreography, the music, and the space around you or the

audience in the beginning. However, this technique allows you to become more comfortable

and self-confident.Balance. One of the most important things to develop in belly dancing is the

BALANCE. Find the balance for the best position. Find the balance to stand on the ball of the

toes. Find the balance when you shift the weight from one leg to another.Like many other parts

in belly dancing, balance takes time to improve, so let’s start finding the primary balance on the

toes while standing in the basic belly dance posture. Here are some tips:FeetTip #1 – Find a

balanceStart by standing on your feet slightly opened just underneath your hipbones. Bend

your knees very slightly, and find a balance point on the ground to stand on.Try to avoid

leaning on your feet balls forward or shifting the weight on your heels backward. Instead, find

that point where you will be in the middle of these two positions.KneesTip #2 – Keep the knees

softly bentKnees are bent like when you usually are walking. It should not appear as an

exaggerated bending, but more like a reasonable, walking bend.Keep the knees soft and

relaxed.Pelvis areaTip #3 – Tuck the pelvis underHaving your knees bent, put your attention to

the pelvis area.The key point to understand here is to tuck the pelvis area under and keep the

tailbone down.Tip #4 – ‘Zipping jeans’ trick.One trick that helps me to adjust my posture

whenever I lose it during the dance is the following:Imagine that you are putting on your jeans

and especially pay attention to that little movement that you do with the pelvis when you zip the

jeans.This is what you have to remember in belly dancing. Therefore, you don’t want to have a

‘duck butt’ looking backward, but tuck it inside, just like when you are zipping the jeans.Also, do

not contract the abdominal muscles too tight so that you won’t have any space for further



movements, but find that balance where you will feel most comfortable and natural.Chest

areaNext, move to the chest area.Tip #5 – Lift the chestTake the position of your chest as you

usually do, inhale and slightly lift it above your normal position. When properly lifted, you

should feel small ‘burning’ in your upper back muscles.Think of your shoulders, lift them, roll

back, drop them down, and relax. Your arms should be very smooth and relaxed too.ArmsIt

would be best if you do not lift your arms too high so that you feel pain from your engagement

and too low not to have any involvement.Tip #6 - ‘Office desk’Imagine that you have an office

desk in front of you and typing on the computer's keyboard. Keep that desk height in your mind

and open one arm to the left and the other one to the right.HeadTip #7 – Lift head upAt the

very end, keep your head and chin lifted enough to express your self-esteem and confidence in

the performance that follows.Cool-down exercisesAs important as the warm-up exercises are,

the cooldown section is just as necessary.After giving your body and soul an excellent

treatment while dancing, it is now time to relax and accumulate all the energy produced

before.Include mainly breathing exercises, stretching, and relaxing. You can sit down on the

floor and start with gathering your breath. Again, stretch the head and neck, waist, and legs.

Allow yourself to feel the benefits of the process you were in and soak the positivity that will

grow even more with the next steps you take.ReviewStart your belly dance session by

doing warm-up exercises. Give your body 5-10 minutes of low to medium workout, depending

on your condition.Belly dance posture is the essential starting point before you take any other

step.Make sure that everything on your body is relaxed and in the correct position.Feet

underneath the hips, knees soft and bent, tailbone facing down, zip the jeans and tuck in the

pelvis, lift the chest, head up, chin up, arms spread out, and relaxed. Have we missed

something? Yes, a big smile on your face. Now you are in the best belly dance posture.Do not

forget to cool down your body after you finish dancing and exercising. Focus on stretching the

muscles and relaxed and controlled breathing.Chapter 2: Belly Dancing Hips and Lower Body

TechniquesHow to Do Hip Twists, Hip Slides, and Hip LiftsOne fundamental movement in belly

dancing is the hip twist.When I was starting with belly dancing, the hip twist was a move that

took quite a long time to improve, mainly due to the proper isolation that is required, avoiding

any movement of the upper part of the body.Once you master the hip twist, you can do a

variety of choreography, making it vivid and divine. So, take this challenge, and let’s start.Hip

TwistBelly dance posture. I am sure that by now you have understood the basic belly dance

posture, so stand with the feet right under the hips, knees are soft and bent, pelvis tucked in,

the chest lifted, head up, and arms spread and opened out.Tip #8 - ‘The Clock’Imagine that

you are standing in the center of a clock. In front of you is 12, your right hip points to 3 o’clock,

your back is on six, and the left hip is pointing to nine.What we want to achieve is to bring each

hip from its neutral position to 12.As you are standing in the basic posture,Start moving the left

hip forward, taking it from nine, and bringing it to 12. It will look like you are doing a small arc

with the hip.You have noticed that as you move the hip forward, the right hip is going

backward and moving from 3 to 6 o’clock. This result is coming very naturally because,

otherwise, the right hip cannot stay stationary and has to go back to allow the left hip to

twist.Now, bring the left hip to the center and try with the opposite side.Take the right hip out of

the neutral position (3 o’clock) and bring it forward to 12. As you notice, this time, the left hip is

going back to six.Now, let’s connect each twist of the hip so that you see a fluid movement. The

goal is to merge both hip twists as a whole, skipping any pausing in between.Turn on some

belly dance music and start very, but very slowly to twist one hip at a time and then the

other.The hips are moving very coordinated because when the hip is forward, the opposite is

going back and prepares to come forward so that the other one can go back.What is the rest of



the body doing while twisting?Knees are soft and slightly bent; do not forget to breathe, and as

you feel comfortable, increase the pace and do the twist even faster and faster (as much as

you can).Tip #9 – Keep it horizontalThis movement is only horizontal, which is why it is crucial

to have the upper part of the body stationary and stable.One thing to remember here is the

stillness of the knees while twisting.Whenever you make the twist to the front, make sure that

the knee stays stable and still should not be moving forward with the hip. Even when you twist

faster, the knees have to be stationary all the time.Benefits from the hip twist. This technique,

besides giving you a bunch of opportunities to make your choreography outstanding and

diverse it will also give you a very nicely shaped waist.Stand again in the basic posture and

place both of your palms on the middle abs’ muscles. While you make the twist with the left hip,

press the palm in the belly to feel the engagement in the right side muscles. Again, twist the

right hip to the front and feel the burning now in the left abs muscles. Feel this engagement on

both sides and enjoy the twist.Hip SlidesHip slides are one of the foundational movements in

belly dancing. It is quite simple, fun to understand, and learn, but like many other steps, it

requires time, patience, and self-control.Tip #10 – Keep the upper part of the body

stationaryDuring this movement, it is essential to stay stable with the upper body and feet and

focus on hip isolation. Hip slides can have many different types of variations.Belly dance

posture. Stand with the feet right under the hips, knees are soft and slightly bent, pelvis tucked

in, the chest lifted, head up, and arms spread out and relaxed.ATTENTION: The number one

thing to remember is:'� Once you have found your balance and stability, keep the body in the

center no matter what the hips are doing.'� It means that even the hips go to the side, your

upper body and shoulders will stay centered, just like your feet do.Tip #11 – Slide the hips to

the left and the rightStart shifting your weight on the left foot and slide the left hip on the left

side.To achieve this slide, go as far as your body allows to the left, but remember to keep your

shoulders in the center all the time and then come back to the neutral position.Now, shift to the

right and slide the right hip as far back as you can and come back to neutral.Every time you

slide on each side, feel the engagement in the oblique muscles, which is how you will make

sure that you are on the right path.Skip the part of coming to neutral and pausing and give your

hips space and freedom to slide from one side to another.For a better understanding of this

movement, you can try a trick that works for me.Tip #12 - ‘The Wall’ trick.Imagine that you are

standing between two walls, just like in a narrow corridor.If centered, each wall is on 6-7 inches

(10-15) cm distance from your hips.Now, imagine that you want to touch the left wall with the

left hip, and then you want to do the same with the opposite hip.Notice that this movement from

side to side is ONLY horizontal.Tip #13 – No bouncingAvoid any lifting, bumping, or bouncing.

You may feel an attempt to lift each hip to the side, but instead of sliding, you end up swinging

with the hips, which in this case, is not correct.Tip #14 – No shoulder movementsAnother

mistake that may appear is moving the shoulders on the opposite side from the hips. Make

sure to avoid sliding your shoulders to the right if the hips go to the left or the left if hips go to

the right.Do not be discouraged if you find yourself out of the proper position during this

movement. It will happen, and it is a part of the learning process. However, you have to

remember that the body and muscles need time to achieve the necessary flexibility.After some

time, these movements will become so easy to do, and you will be ready for new upgrades.Hip

liftHip lift is the ground for the hip locks, shimmy and many other variations.Belly dance

posture. Stand in the basic belly dance posture while your feet are underneath the hips, knees

are bent, tailbone down, low abs tucked, chest lifted, head up, arms are open all the way out,

and relaxed.Tip #15 – Feet on the groundIn this movement, it is crucial to have both feet on the

ground, which is very connected to the floor and stable.In the beginning, if you feel the urge to



lift one foot off the ground, you can do it, but try to focus and be aware of all parts of your body

so that you have the complete control of what each part is doing.Tip #16 – Lift the hips up and

downWhile you are standing in the basic posture, bend your knees even more than standard.

Bending your knees will allow you better isolation and floating moves with the hips.Start

straightening the left leg (but not completely) and notice how your left hip is going up (this

comes naturally because of the straightening of the leg).When the hip is lifting, squeeze the

oblique muscles imagining that you want to meet the left hip with the rib cage.Then, bring back

the hip to the center and start lifting the right hip.This time it will require straightening the right

leg so that the right hip can go up and then bring it back to the center.Now, lift the left hip and

see how bringing it back to the center immediately prepares the opposite leg to straighten and

lift the opposite hip.Keep this movement connected, skipping the hold from each transition, and

see how the hips move fluently and gently.Please have in mind that the more you try to bend

the knees down, the easier it will be to find the isolation you need.Once again, this is only a hip

movement, so every other bumping and bouncing with the upper body should be excluded.Tip

#17 – Do not straighten the lifting leg completelyWhat you want to avoid here is straightening

the leg that lifts the hip. That will not give you the freedom to move the hips, but it will take you

out of the basic belly dance posture very quickly as your tailbone will go up behind, and you

don’t want to end up with a ‘duck butt.’ 
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Recommended Resources Publisher’s Foreword Chapter 1: Before We Start Chapter 2: Belly

Dancing Hips and Lower Body Techniques Chapter 3: Belly Dancing Tips for the Upper Part of

the Body Chapter 4: Belly Dancing Arms and Shoulders Techniques Chapter 5: Belly dance

isolations Chapter 6: Exploring the stage with belly dance Chapter 7: Manage Your Belly Dance

Choreography Chapter 8: Summary About the Expert Recommended Resources
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